NL Studies 2205

Ready? Let's go!
Saltwater Joys

Geography can shape how an individual sees the world and interacts with it. Let’s open our books to Page 41 & Follow Along to see how Wayne Chaulk has been shaped by Newfoundland and Labrador.
Geography = Three Main Questions

- Where are things located?
- Why are they there?
- How might this be important?
Site & Situation

- Site = refers to its absolute location and the natural human features found there

- Situation = refers to its location in relation to its surroundings. Elements include its accessibility to resources, degree of connection to other places.

Site and situation shape population distribution!!!!
Ganges River = Site
Situation = Close to the Ocean = Fishing
Geography and Economy

- Site + Situation + Economy = Interconnected!
- Endowments (natural capacities)
- Resources
- Resources have to VIABLE
History and Culture

• Much of our way of life is deeply rooted in the past
History Vs Heritage

- **History** - is the record of past events. History is guided by the concept of SIGNIFICANCE.
Heritage

- *Heritage* - refers to that which is preserved and passed on to one generation from the next.
Points to Ponder

• What objects have been preserved for you?
• What practices have you learned?
• What values have been stressed to you and are now a part of your culture?
Experiencing the Arts: Storytelling

• By examining our history and heritage, we can gain a better insight into how they shaped our lifestyles today.

Dale Jarvis
Historians Speak!

• Oral history is based on the idea that powerful insights can be derived from talking about their experiences. It...assumes that everyone’s memory is valuable and of potential historical interest...the voice of the past...is that of the humble, of working men and women, who have rich experiences that offer a distinct historical perspective.

Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.